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6 ABSTRACT: Benchtop nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) pulsed field gradient
7 (PFG) and relaxation measurements were used to monitor the clathrate hydrate shell
8 growth occurring in water droplets dispersed in a continuous cyclopentane phase.
9 These techniques allowed the growth of hydrate inside the opaque exterior shell to be
10 monitored and, hence, information about the evolution of the shell’s morphology to be
11 deduced. NMR Relaxation measurements were primarily used to monitor the hydrate
12 shell growth kinetics, while PFG NMR diffusion experiments were used to determine
13 the nominal droplet size distribution (DSD) of the unconverted water inside the shell core. A comparison of mean droplet sizes
14 obtained directly via PFG NMR and independently deduced from relaxation measurements showed that the assumption of the
15 shell modela perfect spherical core of unconverted waterfor these hydrate droplet systems is correct, but only after
16 approximately 24 h of shell growth. Initially, hydrate growth is faster and heat-transfer-limited, leading to porous shells with
17 surface areas larger than that of spheres with equivalent volumes. Subsequently, the hydrate growth rate becomes mass-transfer-
18 limited, and the shells become thicker, spherical, and less porous.

1. INTRODUCTION

19 Clathrate hydrates (hereafter referred to as hydrates) are ice-
20 like crystalline compounds formed when hydrocarbon and
21 water molecules come into contact under high pressures and
22 low temperatures.1 Hydrates were discovered by Sir Humphry
23 Davy in 18101 and for a long period remained a laboratory
24 curiosity. Nowadays hydrates are of interest across many
25 diverse fields such as CO2 sequestration, separation processes,
26 natural gas transportation, and cool storage applications.2

27 However, they are also a major concern for the oil and gas
28 industry when they form and potentially block pipelines.3

29 Maintaining flow in such pipelines is obviously essential to
30 production economics but also required to ensure safe
31 operations and minimize the risk of environmental pollution.4,5

32 In conventional oil transportation, where generally all three
33 phases are present (water, oil, and (natural) gas), hydrates may
34 form and agglomerate according to the conceptual model

f1 35 (Figure 1) proposed by Turner et al. in collaboration with J.
36 Abrahamson.6,7 Initially, water droplets emulsify into the
37 continuous oil phase because of shear in the pipeline, often
38 assisted by other chemical agents in the oil phase.8 Hydrates
39 will nucleate and grow at the water interface on the droplet
40 surface, where there is also a supply of guest molecules
41 (typically methane) dissolved in the oil, to form a hydrate shell
42 around the droplet water core. Over time, the hydrate particles
43 will agglomerate and can eventually jam and plug the
44 pipeline.1,9,10 Flow assurance engineers seek to avoid this
45 situation by either preventing hydrate formation conditions
46 from occurring in the pipeline or, when this is unavoidable, by
47 actions based on a quantitative understanding of the
48 mechanisms by which hydrates grow and form plugs.10

49 Generally, industry aims to completely prevent hydrate
50 formation by injecting sufficient quantities of inhibitor

51chemicals such as monoethylene glycol (MEG) or methanol;
52however, such an approach becomes increasingly expensive the
53deeper and further offshore the hydrocarbon exploration and
54transportation occurs.11 Accordingly, industry is now moving
55from complete hydrate avoidance to a risk management
56approach (that may involve partial inhibition).4 However,
57there are still significant knowledge gaps relating to how
58hydrates form, agglomerate, and plug pipelines, as well as with
59respect to the exact mechanisms by which various forms of
60hydrate inhibition, that target these phenomena, operate.12,13

61Studying these phenomena at a microscopic level, such as
62measuring adhesion/repulsion forces between hydrate particles
63and understanding the chemistry between inhibitors and
64hydrates at the interfacial level, is central to ongoing research
65efforts aimed at addressing these knowledge gaps (see, e.g., ref
669).
67Experimental methods used for characterizing hydrate shell
68growth around water droplets, as schematically shown in Figure
691, include X-ray and neutron diffraction,14 Raman spectrosco-
70py,15 optical spectroscopy16 and infrared spectroscopy.17

71Conventionally hydrate shell growth kinetics have been studied
72by monitoring the gas consumption in a pressure cell. Such
73experiments, however, do not quantify the morphology of the
74growth.18 Since the hydrate shell is visually opaque, most of the
75previously mentioned techniques are limited in their ability to
76quantitatively measure shell growth in detail, particularly with
77respect to the shell interior. Alternative methods of probing
78hydrate shell growth which, in principal, can measure the
79morphology include differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
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80 and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR).19 The use of NMR
81 techniques to probe hydrate shell growth is the focus of the
82 work presented here.
83 NMR provides a noninvasive technique that does not require
84 optical access; it can be readily applied to determine droplet
85 size distributions in emulsions,20,21 the precursor micro-
86 structure to shell growth. This attribute has been used by
87 Aichele et al.19 to study subsequent hydrate growth within
88 water-in-oil emulsions in which hydrates were formed using
89 methane. The NMR methodology employed relied on the
90 quantification of restricted molecular water self-diffusion via the
91 application of NMR pulsed field gradient (PFG) techniques.
92 They applied these techniques to consider whether hydrate
93 formed via the shell model or via the complete conversion of
94 discrete droplets above a critical diameter (the threshold
95 model). Their data were shown to be consistent with the shell
96 model and in accordance with other evidence in the literature.1

97 Restriction of (water) molecular self-diffusion within the
98 emulsion droplets is the physical phenomenon that enables
99 quantification of the droplet size distribution (DSD) in an
100 emulsion using PFG techniques. This restriction, however, can
101 result from the original emulsion droplet surface, or, as is the
102 case for the work presented here and by Aichele et al.,19 the
103 inner surface of the hydrate shells. Thus, PFG NMR allows
104 probing of the inner water content of the hydrate encrusted
105 droplets.
106 A number of other relevant studies have sought to use NMR
107 techniques to measure hydrate formation. Gao et al.22 studied
108 the formation of hydrates in a THF and D2O system. As D2O
109 does not provide a 1H NMR signal, they were able to
110 quantitatively monitor the disappearance of the THF signal
111 over time as it was converted into hydrate. Melnikov et al.23

112 used 1H NMR to study phase transformations of water in gas
113 hydrate systems including their metastable states at temper-
114 atures below the ice point for a Freon−water hydrate system.
115 Majid et al.24 used NMR relaxation methods to measure
116 emulsion droplet size distributions which were a precursor to
117 hydrate formation.
118 Much of our understanding about hydrate formation and
119 growth has been derived from visual measurements in optically
120 transparent systems. Chen et al.25 observed hydrate formation
121 on suspended gas bubbles in a counterflowing water column,
122 where mobile hydrate plates at the gas−water interface were
123 found to precede rapid growth of the hydrate shell.
124 Quantitative visual observations, collected over the past 2
125 decades, have generally investigated the formation of hydrate
126 films across flat horizontal interfaces between water and the
127 respective hydrocarbon. Hydrate film thickness and propaga-

128tion rate can be measured with different techniques, in
129particular laser interferometry, micrometer measurements, and
130visual microscopy. Taylor et al.26 presented visual measure-
131ments of cyclopentane hydrate film thickness with the help of
132digital video microscopy; this film thickness increased from 14
133to 34 μm over a subcooling range of 4−10 K. The film required
134200 min to reach a steady-state condition. Parallel data for
135methane hydrate films, which increased in thickness from 18 to
13646 μm over a subcooling range of 3.5−7.5 K, were broadly
137consistent with film thickness estimates of 10−52 μm from
138Makogon et al.27 and visual observation of 8−48 μm hydrate
139film growth on a suspended gas bubble by Li et al.28 Wu et al.29

140estimated hydrate film thicknesses of 1.3−25 μm for a
141methane−propane mixed gas hydrate system observed with a
142HP-Video cell.
143Following formation of this initial hydrate film (which in the
144case of water emulsion droplets will be a hydrate shell),
145continued hydrate growth is limited by mass transport of the
146guest species and/or water across the hydrate shell lattice.7 This
147continued hydrate growth is a critical parameter for estimating
148the total hydrate fraction, residual water, and hence droplet
149cohesion for any hydrate residence times extending to weeks;
150for example during unplanned shut-ins (where production is
151halted) of oil production lines. The current study represents the
152first effort to quantify this continued hydrate growth with
153NMR, a noninvasive technique that is not constrained by the
154opaque hydrate shell on the emulsion droplets.
155In this work, NMR was used to study the formation and
156subsequent growth of cyclopentane hydrate films on water
157droplets dispersed in (excess) cyclopentane. The kinetics of
158water consumption as cyclopentane hydrate formed (and the
159resultant hydrate shell grew on the water droplets) was
160measured using two independent NMR signal relaxation
161measurements under hydrate-forming conditions over several
162weeks. Simultaneously the diameter of the water core within
163the hydrate shell was measured using PFG NMR techniques.
164Thus, we extend beyond the study of Aichele et al.,19 that used
165PFG NMR to confirm the formation of a hydrate shell on the
166emulsion droplets, to quantify the evolution in the water core
167diameter as hydrate film growth occurs. We are also able, for
168the first time, to infer the water core diameter from the NMR
169relaxation measurements. As detailed later, comparison of the
170water core diameters as measured by PFG NMR and NMR
171relaxation measurements respectively allows the morphological
172assumption of a perfect sphere for the water core to be tested.
173All NMR measurements were performed using a benchtop
174comparatively low field and, hence, more readily accessible
175NMR apparatus.

Figure 1. Conceptual picture of hydrate formation in an oil dominant multiphase flow line. Adapted with permission from ref 6. Copyright 2006
Colorado School of Mines. Hydrate shell formation, indicated as white coloring, occurs around emulsified water droplets in the growth and
agglomeration stages.
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2. BACKGROUND
176 2.1. Relevant NMR Theory. NMR relaxation refers to the
177 process through which all of the nuclear spins in a sample
178 return to thermodynamic equilibrium (the lowest energy
179 state)30 following excitation. In NMR two major relaxation
180 processes can occur: longitudinal relaxation (T1) and transverse
181 relaxation (T2).

31 The longitudinal relaxation time is the time
182 needed for the spins to realign with the axis of the external
183 magnetic field and give up all their energy to the lattice in order
184 to restore thermal equilibrium. To determine the T1 relaxation
185 time, we used the saturation recovery method, which can be
186 described by

= − −∞S t S t T( ) (1 exp( / ))1187 (1a)

188 where S is the signal measured at time t and S∞ is the signal
189 intensity at equilibrium. The transverse relaxation time is the
190 time characteristic in which the spins dephase with respect to
191 one another due to molecular interactions or magnetic field
192 inhomogeneities. It can be described by

= −S t S t T( ) exp( / ))0 2193 (1b)

194 where S is the signal measured at t and S0 is the signal intensity
195 at time 0. In the case of a porous environment, for example a
196 saturated rock sample, relaxation times for contained fluid
197 (usually water) give important information about porosity,
198 surface-to-volume ratio, permeability, formation factor, tortuos-
199 ity, pore size distribution, and pore connectivity.32 This is
200 possible because the relaxation times are sensitive to both
201 molecular motion and pore geometry. Additional information
202 can also be extracted by performing such relaxation measure-
203 ments as a function of resonance frequency using fast field
204 cycling techniques.33 For a porous medium the dimensions of
205 the pores are related to relaxation times by the Brownstein−
206 Tarr equation.34,35 The T1 and T2 relaxation times of the
207 contained fluid can be written as

ρ
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208 where T1 and T2 are the apparent relaxation times (s), T1,bulk
209 and T2,bulk are the relaxation times in a nonrestricted
210 environment (s), ρ1 and ρ2 are the surface relaxivities (μm/
211 s), S/V is the surface-to-volume ratio (m−1) of the confining
212 medium, D is the diffusion coefficient (m2/s) of the contained
213 fluid, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio (MHz/T), G is the
214 background magnetic field gradient strength (T/m), and tE is
215 the echo time (s). The Brownstein−Tarr theory equations (eq
216 2) are strictly only valid for the fast diffusion limit (ρa/D ≪ 1),
217 this was found to be true for the vast majority of the acquired
218 data with (ρa/D) always <1. If tE is sufficiently short, then the
219 third right-hand-side term of eq 2b can be neglected and the
220 relaxation is dominated by just surface relaxation. In this case,
221 the relaxation rate of a fluid in a pore is given by36

ρ= +
T T

S
V

1 1

1,2 1,2,bulk
1,2

222 (3)

223 In the cases when the confining geometry of the fluid (the
224 pore) is a perfect isolated sphere, such as an emulsion droplet,
225 S/V = 3/a where a is the sphere radius. Probability
226 distributions of T1 or T2 were determined using standard

227regularization techniques, the specific details of which are
228provided by Mitchell and Chandrasekera.37

229The measurement of unrestricted self-diffusion of molecules
230in a liquid by PFG NMR methods was first demonstrated by
231Stejskal and Tanner.38 The method essentially relies on signal
232attenuation due to random motion (diffusion) of the molecules
233between two imposed magnetic field gradients. The resultant
234NMR signal loss (I = S/S0) is described by

γδ δ= − Δ −⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝⎜

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠
⎞
⎠⎟I D gexp ( )

3
2

235(4)

236where D is the self-diffusion coefficient of the relevant
237molecules and Δ, δ, and g are the temporal duration between
238application of the two magnetic field gradients, the duration of
239a single magnetic field gradient application, and the strength of
240the magnetic field gradient, respectively. γ is the gyromagnetic
241ratio of the spin; the 1H nucleus, which has γ = 2.68 × 108 T−1

242s−1, was used exclusively in the work presented here. I is thus
243measured as a function of g, δ, or Δ enabling the extraction of D
244via application of eq 4. The NMR pulse sequence most
245commonly employed to achieve this with respect to emulsion
246characterization is based on a stimulated echo signal, which will
247be detailed in Materials and Methods.
248In the case of restricted self-diffusion inside a spherical
249geometry (e.g., an emulsion droplet, or in the hydrate water
250core), the NMR signal attenuation can be approximated as39
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253where αm is the mth positive root of the equation:

αα
αα

αα− =J J( )
1

( ) 05/2 3/2
254(5c)

255Jk is the Bessel function of the first kind of order k, and a is the
256droplet radius. Equations 5 assume that the NMR signal phase
257(φ) distribution is a Gaussian shape. An alternative to eqs 5
258exists in which it is assumed that the duration of the applied
259magnetic field gradient pulse, δ, is infinitely short.40 More
260recently, however,41 it was demonstrated that the use of the
261block gradient pulse (bgp) approximation method to describe
262restricted diffusion inside spherical droplets (emulsion droplet
263sizing) offered improved accuracy compared to the assumption
264of a Gaussian phase distribution or an infinitely short δ over all
265practical considerations of experimental parameter space. The
266bgp method is based on the generalized gradient waveform set
267of methods,42−44 in which an eigenfunction expansion is used
268to solve the Bloch Torrey equation in the presence of a
269piecewise-constant gradient waveform.45 The Bloch Torrey
270equation is reposed, for self-diffusion in a spherical emulsion
271geometry, in (Laplace operator eigenbasis) matrix form as

∏̃ = γΛ†

=

− + ̃ · ̂ ̃S t v v( ) ( e )
k

N
i z tZ

1

[( ( ) ) ]k k
e

272(6)

273where for reflective emulsion boundary with no surface
274relaxation vj = δj1, t ̃ = Dt/a2, γ ̃ = −cγga3, and Λjk = αnm

2δjk,
275while Z for a sphere is given analytically by Grebenkov.45 Here
276δ is the Kronecker delta. Note that Λ and Z respectively
277represent the evolution of magnetization due to diffusion and
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278 gradient dephasing. Expansion of eq 6 for the stimulated echo
279 PFG pulse sequence used here allows the NMR signal
280 attenuation (I) to be expressed as

=
γ δ δ γ δ

δ

Λ Ζ Λ Λ

Λ

† − + ·̃ ̂ − Δ− − + ·̃ ̂

† − Δ+I
v v

v v
e e e

e

i z i z Z( ( ) ) ( ) ( ( ) )

( )
281 (7)

282 where the only free parameter is the droplet size a. Greater
283 details regarding the mathematical derivation can be sourced
284 from Grebenkov46 and our implementation for emulsion
285 droplet sizing, as was exclusively employed in the work
286 presented here, is detailed in Lingwood et al.41

287 Most emulsions consist of a distribution of droplet radii, P(a)
288 (number based), meaning the measured signal is described by
289 the following integral:

∫

∫
δ

δ
= ∞

∞

I D g
a P a I D a g a

a P a a
( , , )

( ) ( , , , ) d

( ) d

0 3

0 3
290 (8)

291 where I(D,a,g,δ) is the signal attenuation function described by
292 eq 7. The extraction of P(a) from eq 8 is both an ill-
293 conditioned matrix inversion (when tackled analytically) and an
294 unstable minimization problem (when tackled numerically).
295 Previously we have demonstrated47 the use of the Tikinov
296 regularization method to numerically invert eq 6 with
297 generalized cross-validation (GCV) used for regularization
298 parameter selection; this does not require any assumption
299 regarding the droplet size distribution shape.
300 2.2. Relevant Hydrate Theory. Clathrate hydrates are
301 crystalline inclusion compounds, where molecular water cages
302 surround lighter hydrocarbon species.1 Two different cubic
303 hydrate structures are commonly found: I and II. Structure I
304 hosts smaller guest molecules and is the structure found most
305 commonly in the natural environment, whereas structure II
306 contains cages that can host larger guest molecules and is
307 predominantly found in oil and gas production systems.48 This
308 investigation used cyclopentane as an ambient pressure
309 structure II former that is immiscible with water. Consequently,
310 cyclopentane hydrate formation is generally confined to
311 interfaces between hydrocarbon and aqueous phases, which
312 together with the fact that it forms structure II, makes it a closer
313 analogue to the hydrates that form in oil and gas pipelines (as
314 opposed to THF which is often used in ambient pressure
315 hydrate studies). Structure II cyclopentane hydrates contain 16
316 small 512 cavities (pentagonal dodecahedron) and 8 large 51264

317 cavities (hexakaidecahedral), with 136 water molecules per unit
318 cell.48 Cyclopentane hydrate has a relatively high hydrate-
319 forming equilibrium temperature of 7.7 °C at atmospheric
320 pressure.49,50

321 Hydrate formation, in general, occurs in two steps: (1)
322 nucleation and (2) growth. Although hydrate growth occurs at
323 any temperature below the hydrate equilibrium temperature,
324 operating at such thermodynamically favorable conditions will
325 not guarantee the instantaneous nucleation of hydrates.26,51,52

326 Nucleation time (tnuc) is the time interval between the
327 establishment of hydrate stability conditions and the formation
328 of the first hydrate clusters. In literature, there is a large
329 variability in tnuc;

53 Sloan and collaborators54 note that this is an
330 indication that tnuc is dictated by a stochastic process,
331 particularly for smaller sample volumes and lower subcool-
332 ings.55 Furthermore, the “type” of water employed for hydrate
333 formation in a static system (without flow) was also found to
334 play an important role.56 Thawed ice produced the shortest

335nucleation time. Numerous studies have attributed this
336observation to the fact that the ice−hydrocarbon−aqueous
337interface between phases acts as a heterogeneous nucleation
338site.1,55,57,58 The incipient water from melted ice still contains
339residual structure that it is hypothesized to provide a template
340to form the water cage structure of a hydrate.1 If the study of
341hydrate growth is the main objective, then promoting hydrate
342nucleation is advantageous and, therefore, the use of recently
343thawed ice (as is the case for experiments performed in the
344work presented here) is convenient.
345Following nucleation of hydrate at the interface between two
346immiscible phases, hydrate film growth occurs at a rate that is
347set initially by heat-transfer limitations. Visual methods have
348been used to study the nature and morphology of this growth
349along planar interfaces and across the exterior surface of
350suspended droplets or bubble until a complete shell is formed,
351after which time the amount of information extractable
352becomes limited. Using data measured by Uchida et al.,59

353Mori proposed a model for hydrate film growth which related
354the product of the initial film’s lateral growth rate and the
355thickness to the enthalpy of formation, a convective heat-
356transfer coefficient and a power law dependency on the system
357subcooling.60 This applicability of this heat-transfer-limited
358growth model to the initial growth of planar hydrate films was
359validated in 2007 by the experiments of Taylor et al.26 who
360quantified both the film propagation rate and thickness as a
361function of time for both cyclopentane and methane hydrates.
362While the initial film thicknesses were about 12 μm for
363cyclopentane hydrates, these increased to final values of about
36425 μm for subcoolings around 8 K over a period of 200 min.
365For methane hydrates at this subcooling, the steady-state
366thicknesses reported by Taylor et al.26 were 50 μm, which was
367consistent with the results of other measurements of planar
368interfaces.27,28 However, as pointed out by Ohmura et al.,61 the
369initial phase of hydrate film growth is sensitive to the system
370geometry (e.g., shell vs film) because this affects the nature of
371the free-convective motion of the water sweeping the growing
372hydrate film and determining the magnitude of heat transfer
373possible.
374Genov et al.62 proposed that the initial phase of rapid growth
375gave rise to a porous hydrate shell that would subsequently
376allow for reasonable rates of mass and heat exchange between
377the phases. Chen et al.63 visually observed the formation of a
378porous hydrate shell at the methane−water interface in a high-
379pressure water tunnel, similarly concluding that the shell did
380not introduce a significant barrier to mass transport between
381the continuous phases in the early stages of growth. Following
382the initial rapid phase of heat-transfer-limited growth, which
383lasted about 10 min, Taylor et al.26 observed growth occurring
384at a much slower rate as the cyclopentane hydrate film
385thickened to its steady-state value over several hours. This
386second phase growth is mass-transfer-controlled and depends
387not only on the diffusivity of the hydrocarbon molecules
388through the film but also on the porosity of the hydrate film.64

389Rao et al.65 studied the deposition and porosity of a methane
390hydrate film on a cold steel surface, reporting porosity values
391above 75% for the first 20 h of growth; after 75 h of annealing,
392however, the film porosity decreased to approximately 5%. For
393spherical interfaces, as the hydrate shell grows thicker and/or its
394porosity is reduced, mass-transfer resistance also increases and
395the growth rate of the hydrate shell layer consequently will
396decrease. This effect is consistently observed across many
397studies.18,66−69 Extrapolating from their measurements of
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398 planar hydrate films, Taylor et al.26 hypothesized that full
399 conversion of water contained within a spherical hydrate shell
400 might require time scales on the order of tens of hours.

3. METHODOLOGY
401 3.1. Materials and Methods. To prepare cyclopentane hydrates,
402 sieved ice particles (made from deionized water) with nominal
403 diameters between 150 and 250 μm were mixed with excess
404 cyclopentane at −20 °C. A reduced selection of experiments was
405 also performed with ice particle nominal diameters between 75 and
406 150 μm and below 75 μm, respectively. As discussed earlier, the use of
407 thawed ice promotes a higher degree of initial molecular water
408 ordering and contributes to faster hydrate growth.55 The required
409 sieving of pulverized ice was performed in an appropriately cold
410 environment (the sieves being cooled with liquid nitrogen), after
411 which both the ice particle and the cyclopentane were separately
412 stored at −20 °C using a Haake Phoenix cooling bath. The
413 cyclopentane and the ice particles were rapidly mixed in precooled 9
414 mm inner diameter NMR glass test tubes that were subsequently
415 closed, then heated to 1 °C, and maintained at room pressure. This
416 storage temperature was above the melting temperature of ice but
417 below the cyclopentane equilibrium temperature of 7.7 °C at 1 bar,
418 which meant a subcooling of 6.7 °C. The NMR test tubes were then
419 placed in the benchtop NMR spectrometer (detailed later) in a 1 °C
420 environment; relaxation and diffusion experiments (also detailed later)
421 were performed daily for a period of at least 14 days. In this manner
422 we were able to monitor the gradual hydrate shell thickening following
423 initial rapid hydrate shell formation.
424 All NMR measurements were performed using a commercially
425 available benchtop NMR Minispec mq Bruker spectrometer, with a 1H
426 resonance frequency of 20 MHz.70 The Bruker Minispec features a
427 strong pulsed gradient (4 T/m) for PFG purposes, is able to
428 accommodate 10 mm (outer diameter) NMR tubes, and provides
429 sample temperature control which was kept constant at 1 °C during all
430 experiments. For the NMR relaxometry measurements, standard
431 saturation recovery and CPMG71,72 pulse sequences were employed to
432 obtain the T1 and T2 relaxation time distributions, respectively.

433The NMR pulse sequence used for all self-diffusion measurements

434 f2was the modified stimulated spin echo (SSE) PFG, as shown in Figure

435 f22. Since the Bruker Minispec has no spectral resolution, it is not

436possible to directly differentiate the NMR signal from the water and

437cyclopentane phases, respectively. Consequently a 180° radio

438frequency (rf) pulse is conventionally inserted at the pulse sequence

439initiation, followed by a time delay equal to the null point of the oil

440signal (0.693T1,oil). This pulse sequence has previously been employed

441to determine the size distribution of water-in-crude oil emulsions

442employing the same NMR hardware.73 The relaxation times (both T1

443and T2) for cyclopentane and water are, however, very similar (the T1

444at 1 °C for water is 1.5 s; for cyclopentane it is 1.8 s); thus selective

445suppression-nulling of the cyclopentane signal using the SSE PFG

446pulse sequence is not possible. Hence, in order to reduce the relaxation

447time of the cyclopentane, we employed a paramagnetic gadolinium

448complex that was soluble only in the cyclopentane. This complex was

449gadolinium tetramethyl heptanedionate (Gd(III) TMHD), which was

450purchased from Multivalent Laboratory. It is not soluble in water but

451presents a solubility of 2.9 mmol/L in hexane74 and a similar solubility

452in cyclopentane. Such paramagnetic compounds are generally used in

453MRI as contrast agents to better differentiate between tissues.75 In our

454case, we dissolved 0.6% (w/w) Gd(III) TMHD salt into the

455cyclopentane prior to mixing of the cyclopentane and any ice; the

456Gd complex remained in solution at all temperatures considered. This

457served to reduce the T1 relaxation time for the cyclopentane from 1.8

458to 0.35 s, enabling ready differentiation of the water and cyclopentane

459contributions to acquired relaxation distributions, as well as effective

460suppression-nulling of the cyclopentane NMR signal during PFG
461measurements.
462With reference to Figure 2, the observation time (Δ) used in all

463experiments conducted here was 180 ms, the gradient pulse length (δ)

464was 2 ms, and the gradient strength (g) was increased from 0 to 0.2 T/

465m in 16 increments. Inversion of the acquired data to produce the

466emulsion droplet size distributions was performed using eq 8 and the
467bgp method detailed earlier.

Figure 2. Modified SSE PFG pulse sequence which is able to differentiate between the water and the oil (cyclopentane) signal based on adequate
differences in the T1 relaxation parameter. This was enabled by dissolving a Gd complex in the cyclopentane prior to use.

Figure 3. Results of the T1 relaxation experiment: (a) T1 distribution curves, showing the two sets of peaks for cyclopentane and water, respectively;
(b) water mole fraction obtained for two independent experiments showing the reduction in water mole fraction as a thicker hydrate shell is formed.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

468 4.1. Hydrate Growth Kinetics. A set of sample T1
f3 469 relaxation data is presented in Figure 3a as a function of time

470 following thawing of the ice content in the sample at 1 °C, as
471 detailed previously. The T1 value for water is ∼1.5 s, which
472 corresponds to the right group of peaks in Figure 3a, and the T1
473 value for cyclopentane is ∼350 ms, which corresponds to the
474 left group of peaks in the same figure. The addition of the Gd
475 complex clearly facilitates the quantitative differentiation of the
476 cyclopentane and water contribution in these relaxation
477 distributions. Over a period of 7 days, the water peak shifted
478 to the left and diminished in intensity, while there was
479 comparatively little change in the cyclopentane peak. The shift
480 to lower values for the water peak reflects the fact that water-
481 occupied domains decreased in size consistent with eq 3; the
482 reduction in intensity reflects the reduction in the liquid water
483 content of the sample as it converted to hydrate, which is NMR
484 invisible for these measurements. The small reduction in the
485 cyclopentane reflects changes in the cyclopentane content in
486 the detection field of view as well as by consumption to form
487 hydrate. It is important to note, however, that the cyclopentane
488 is in excess and that 13.5 mol of water are consumed per mole
489 of cyclopentane due to selective guest occupancy in the large
490 cage of structure II.1

491 Using the areas under the peaks and correcting for
492 differences in the relative 1H density between water and
493 cyclopentane, it is possible to calculate the water mole fraction

494in the detected sample volumeits evolution with time
495following ice thawing at 1 °C is presented in Figure 3b. An
496independent repeat experiment is also shown indicating the
497reproducibility of the observed hydrate growth kinetics. The
498“noise-like” variation evident in the data in Figure 3b is a
499combined consequence of noise in the acquired NMR data and
500the required numerical data inversion employing the
501regularization techniques in eq 8 to produce the probability
502distributions presented in Figure 3a.
503The corresponding T2 relaxation time distribution data for
504 f4the preceding experiments are shown in Figure 4a, along with
505the resultant water mole fractions in Figure 4b determined as a
506function of time following ice thawing. The water and
507cyclopentane peak groups are distinct in Figure 4a, and their
508general behavior is consistent with that observed based on T1

509measurements (in Figure 3). Also shown in Figure 4b are the
510data corresponding to reduced ice particle diameters of 75−150
511and <75 μm. The hydrate formation kinetics (shown in Figure
5124b) are very consistent with that shown in Figure 3b. The
513acquired NMR data are considerably less noisy than those used
514to construct Figure 3 and hence has higher reproducibility as
515revealed by the independent experiment also shown in Figure
5164b. Since T2 measurements can be performed more rapidly,
517which allows for more signal averaging, they will exclusively be
518used in the future for such hydrate growth kinetic measure-
519ments. Also evident in Figure 4b is a distinct change in hydrate
520formation rate between day 1 and day 2. This we speculate is a

Figure 4. Results of the T2 relaxation experiment for ice particles of nominal diameter 150−250 μm: (a) T2 distribution curves, showing the two
separate group of peaks for cyclopentane and water, respectively; (b) water mole fraction calculated by integrating the relaxation peaks for water and
cyclopentane over time and adjusting for 1H density for three different ice particle sizes.

Figure 5. (a) Droplet size distribution (DSD) obtained with the PFG NMR diffusion experiments. A decrease in the droplet mean value is observed
over 9 days, corresponding to the shrinking of the water core. (b) Comparison between the mean droplet size obtained by self-diffusion and T2
relaxation measurements respectively for two independent experiments. The solid lines are the predicted change in droplet size from day 2 onward,
based on the residual water content measured and reported in Figure 4b, using the diameter, as measured using relaxation measurements, on day 2 as
an anchor point.
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521 consequence of a transition from heat-transfer-limited growth
522 to mass-transfer-limited growth, for which there is considerable
523 literature evidence, as discussed earlier. Because the initial ice
524 particles size is reduced, there is a reduction in the residual
525 water content on day 1. As discussed later, this is consistent
526 with the initial rapid formation of a hydrate film; assuming a
527 constant thickness for such a film would reduce the residual
528 water content as ice particle size is reduced. Subsequent kinetics
529 from day 2 onward do not show any obvious trend with initial
530 ice particle size.
531 From the daily NMR diffusion experiments (using the pulse
532 sequence presented in Figure 2) we obtained the droplet size
533 distribution (DSD) for the water cores inside the hydrate shells,

f5 534 which are presented in Figure 5a as a function of time post-ice-
535 thaw. As discussed earlier, hydrate shells have been observed in
536 the literature to form relatively quickly with a thickness of up to
537 ∼50 μm. Our initial ice particles were between 150 and 250 μm
538 in diameter, thus we would expect that the initial water core
539 size distribution following initial hydrate shell formation would
540 approximately be between 50 and 150 μm (a total reduction in
541 diameter of 100 μm). This size range is broadly what is
542 observed in Figure 5a for the first day. On day 1, a second peak
543 in the DSD distribution is also observed at in excess of 400
544 μmthis we attribute to free water, since 400 μm is beyond
545 the upper detection limit of the method. This small free water
546 peak was consistently observed in repeat experiments but
547 always disappeared by day 2, presumably having been
548 converted into hydrates. There is a significant decrease in
549 water core diameter between days 1 and 2 followed by a much
550 more gradual reduction over subsequent days. This rapid initial
551 consumption is consistent with results from previous studies for
552 other hydrate systems (see, e.g., refs 26, 62, and 65).
553 From these distributions we extracted the mean values for
554 the water core sizes for each day; the results are plotted in
555 Figure 5b. An initial rapid reduction in the mean core size is
556 observed followed by a very subtle reduction. There appears to
557 be a steady-state value around 30−40 μm (corresponding to a
558 hydrate shell thickness between 55 and 110 μm) over the time
559 scale studied. From the T2 relaxation experiments we were also
560 able to obtain the mean droplet size using eq 3. This required
561 multiple comparisons of the equilibrium water core size (as
562 measured using PFG techniques) with relaxation measurements
563 in order to determine the required surface relaxivity, ρ. A value
564 of 12 μm/s was produced, which is consistent with the value 15
565 μm/s reported for ice−water surfaces obtained via NMR
566 studies.76 Using this value, the mean droplet size distribution is
567 plotted in Figure 5 against the PFG NMR data for two
568 independent series of experiments. The agreement between
569 these two distinct measurement protocolsPFG NMR
570 measurement of restricted self-diffusion and NMR T2 relaxation
571 measurementsis adequate post the first day for both
572 independent sets of experiments.
573 The day 1 results for experiments 1 and 2 shown in Figure 5b
574 are in disagreement; however, this is no doubt affected by the
575 comparatively rapid change occurring at this temporal point
576 relative to the temporal resolution of the overall data
577 acquisition (∼1 day). Between experiments 1 and 2, the
578 order of measurement (PFG and T2 relaxation) was reversed;
579 however, the results consistently show on day 1 that the T2
580 prediction of water core size is significantly smaller than the
581 PFG-based measurement. The T2 measurement is sensitive to
582 the S/V ratio of the confined water core and strictly can only be
583 compared with the PFG-derived mean droplet size, by

584assuming that the water core is a perfect sphere. The difference
585between the PFG-derived and T2-relaxation-derived mean
586droplet sizes implies this is not the case on day 1. As discussed
587earlier, the collective studies of Genov et al.,62 Chen et al.,63 and
588Rao et al.65 of flat hydrate films or shell exteriors indicate that
589the initial hydrate film is highly porous, with the porosity
590reducing significantly subsequently over time. Such a porous
591hydrate film would result in a larger S/V ratio with respect to
592the relaxation measurements and, consequently, the observed
593smaller “apparent water core diameter” (∝(S/V)−1) measured
594relative to the diffusion measurement. The diffusion measure-
595ment is more immune to the actual S/V ratio (provided the
596porous hydrate film presents a sufficiently low permeability)
597and in this case is dictated more by the actual dimension of the
598water core within the hydrate shell. Also shown in Figure 5b by
599the solid lines is the prediction of the evolution in droplet
600diameter from day 2 onward based on the residual water
601amount extracted from Figure 4b as a function of time. This
602assumes the core to be a sphere and also pivots off the diameter
603for day 2 and hence assumes it to be correct. This is in excellent
604agreement with the diameters measured on days 3−9.
605Thus, the evidence suggests that the initial hydrate shell is a
606high S/V porous film. This film porosity is, we hypothesize,
607significantly reduced by day 2, and the assumption of a
608spherical water core is supported by the congruence of all
609independently measured data from this temporal point onward.
610Future work will focus on increasing the frequency of these
611NMR measurements (requiring the employment of a higher
612specification high-field magnet) so as to interrogate the initial
613shell formation more thoroughly, as well as focusing on
614methane hydrates employing appropriate NMR-compatible
615high-pressure apparatus.

5. CONCLUSIONS

616We have shown the effectiveness of using low-field NMR to
617measure directly the water core size enclosed within a
618cyclopentane hydrate shell and thus deduce information
619about the evolution of the shell morphology. This is a unique
620capability for such opaque systems. We were also able to
621measure the hydrate growth kinetics (water consumption)
622consistently using NMR relaxation measurements and observed
623a transition from heat- to mass-transfer growth control. The
624initial hydrate shell, following 1 day of growth, was
625approximately 50 μm thick and, based on the NMR
626measurement of its surface to volume ratio, was relatively
627porous. From day 2, consistent data were produced across
628multiple independent NMR measurements indicating a
629spherical core with a very low porosity that was shrinking in
630diameter by approximately 1 μm/day.
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